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Luxury home with an infinity pool and exceptional sea views
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8
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1,933m²
Plot size
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OVERVIEW

Fabulous modern villa with panoramic sea views on the
prestigious Punta Brava development.

A vision of glass and modern lines, this huge luxury home is set across several levels,
all innovatively connected and designed to make the very best of this stunning
elevated position and uninterrupted Costa Brava views.

The rooms are all very spacious, finished to impeccable standards and floor to ceiling
glass walls and doors flood the house with light and give direct access to a rage of
gardens and terraces set against that incredible backdrop.

At the centre is a huge kitchen, dining and living area with a fireplace and direct
access to vast, fabulous covered and open terraces with decking and glass
balustrades as well as a grassy 'infinity lawn'.

The salt water infinity pool and Jacuzzi are on the lower terrace with their own
decked area and incredible views. There is also a charming garden upstairs to the
rear of the house and a magnificent roof terrace with outdoor kitchen and an al
fresco cinema.

The house embraces architectural innovation at every turn. A galleried warehouse
garage is overlooked by a shining walkway with a show-piece wine cellar, again all
extremely bright and airy thanks to the ubiquitous use of glass walls.

The lower level also has a multipurpose room, gym and a spa area including Turkish
bath and sauna, as well as a guest or service bedroom and kitchen. High technology
automation and equipment from a lift to lighting make life as safe and simple as
possible.

lucasfox.com/go/cbr14626

Waterfront, Sea views, Mountain views,
Terrace, Swimming pool,
Heated swimming pool, Garden, Spa,
Jacuzzi, Private garage, Gym, Lift,
Natural light, Marble flooring, High ceilings,
Underfloor heating, Parking,
Modernist building, Wheelchair access,
Well, Walk-in wardrobe, Views, Utility room,
Storage room, Solar panels,
Service entrance, Security, Playroom,
Playground, New build,
Near international schools, Library,
Home cinema, Heating, Gourmet lounge,
Fireplace, Exterior, Equipped Kitchen,
Double glazing, Domotic system,
Chill out area, Central vacuum system,
Built-in wardrobes, Barbecue, Balcony,
Alarm, Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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	Fabulous modern villa with panoramic sea views on the prestigious Punta Brava development.

